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1. Research Questions
What kind of phonotactic knowledge might speakers
have about bare affixes and how they are used in
familiar or novel words?
Prior research suggests:
• Affix position could be attributed to diachronic syntactic
processes (Hopper & Traugott, 2003); stored positional
information is unnecessary.
• Affix position knowledge may help in complex word
identification (Crepaldi et al., 2010).

1. Can speakers distinguish unique phonotactic
properties of prefixes vs. suffixes, independent of
words that contain them?
2. Do speakers mentally represent information about
affix position (prefix vs. suffix)?

2. Hypotheses & Predictions
Word Formation Task
__bleck__
spo
Choose to attach affix (bottom)
to stem (top) as prefix or suffix?
Hypothesis: Speakers have
implicit phonotactic knowledge
of prefixes v. suffixes and their
relation to stem-edge
segments.
Predictions
1. Phonotactic interaction of
affix/stem shapes with an
overall bias for suffix position
(Cutler et al., 1985).
2. A very probable bigram
sequence (e.g. C]stem-[Vaffix)
at a stem-affix juncture will
encourage affix attachment
there (Hay & Baayen, 2005).

Reading Aloud Task
Read aloud both forms of words
from Affix-Stem combo task.
Prefix + stem:
spobleck
Stem + suffix:

bleckspo

Hypothesis: There is a
relationship between preferential
positioning of affixes in novel stemaffix pairs and the speed of
response production of the pairs.
Predictions
1. Response latency will be shorter
for a participant’s preferred
version of an affix-stem pair, and
preferences will be similar to
those in word formation task.
2. Affix position preference/
response latency link will be
stronger when word formation
task is completed first.

3. Experiment Design

5. Discussion

Native English speakers (n=47)
completed both tasks (Completion order
was counterbalanced; stem-affix pairs
Conditions
manipulated to create three lists).
CVaffix VCaffix CCVaffix
+
ka
eep
gree
Word Formation Task
Examples
• Manipulates affix syllable shape and
C_C
C_C
stem edge type (C or V; medial stem C___Cstem C_C
flibon
+CV
+VC +CCV
material varied).
• Stems are bisyllables.
C___Vstem C_V
C_V
C_V
• Items developed using English
plorty
+CV
+VC +CCV
phonotactics.

Combination Task
• Affix syllable shape was important factor in affix position
choice; whether stem-edge segment was a C or V was less
important for affix position choice.
• Learners used phonotactic knowledge of nonce affixes to
determine affix position with respect to a nonce stem.
• A greater number of stem-affix tokens were preferred as
prefixed words, counter to research showing suffixing bias
(Cutler et al., 1985).

Reading Task
• Same stem-affix pairs from word
formation task.
• Participants read aloud both
combinations.

Reading Task
• Affix syllable shape and stem-edge segments were
important factors in response latency score, indicating
phonotactic knowledge is useful in speech planning.
• Speech response latency was consistently shorter for
prefixed than suffixed versions of stem-affix pairs.

V___Cstem V_C
ebleck
+CV

V_C
+VC

V_C
+CCV

4. Experiment Results
Word Formation Task
• Significant main effect of affix
shape on Prefix response
(F1(2,92)=6.035, p <.005).
Main effect of stem shape and
affix shape × stem shape
interaction n.s. (rmANOVA)

n.s.
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*

6. Conclusions and Implications

• All trials: 880 stem-affix
tokens preferred as prefixed
words; 812 tokens preferred
as suffixed words.
Reading Task
• Significant main effects of affix
shape (F1(2,92)=10.284, p<.
005) and stem shape
(F1(2,92)=6.739, p<.005) on
prefix response latency –
suffix response latency. Affix
shape × stem shape
interaction n.s. (rmANOVA)
• Avg. difference score shorter
for prefix version of stem-affix
pairs in CV/CCV affixes.

Both Tasks
• Relationships between stem-affix pairs across two tasks word formation and speech production planning - were not
obvious, regardless of task presentation order.
• Prefixes were chosen more often and produced faster.

• Participants showed preference for prefixed words in
combination task and read prefixed words faster in reading
task, in contrast to the suffixing bias in real languages.
• Possibly due to absence of semantic or syntactic
information about nonce stems and affixes?

Shorter Suffix Response Latency

*

*

*

Shorter Prefix Response Latency

Task Comparison:
• No statistically significant correlation between response latency in
reading task and position preference in combination task.

• Results show that speakers have probabilistic knowledge
of bare affix position based on their syllable shape alone.
• Some participants adopted repair strategies for
reading words with difficult bigram sequences at stemaffix junctures, potentially affecting task comparison.
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